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2021
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Hand Me Down 2021
Acrylic and wax pencil
on canvas
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Acrylic and wax pencil
on canvas
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Acrylic and wax pencil
on canvas
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Acrylic and wax pencil
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Hand
Me
Down
The work of Lynette Fisher
Anne Shirley and
Nicol Sanders-O’Shea

During the course of events my brother—bless him—chanced upon my
mum’s spare teeth. Unbeknownst to me, and with the cunning that only
an ‘older brother’ has, he carefully wrapped my mum’s ‘spare set’ of
yellowed and stained dentures in a white linen serviette and secreted
them into a box of silverware and other kitchen nick-knacks: “For the
beach house” was written on the box. My sister and he had a good old
laugh about that I tell you. Hmmmmm.
Six months later while going through the box I found said ‘heirloom’.
Not saying anything, I packed them into my car and drove down from
the beach house to Nelson for the new year, stopping off for the
weekend at my brother’s house in Wellington on the way.
Almost 9 months later, my brother’s 11-year-old son was playing Lego
with his mate who looked up in horror at the papier machè rendition of
Rudyard Kipling’s ‘How the Elephant got his Trunk’ decorating the door
lintel. In the silently screaming mouth of the papier machè elephant,
whose trunk was in the process of being lengthened by Old Man
crocodile lurking in the depths of the Limpopo River, was jammed his
recently deceased grandmother’s false teeth!!! They’d graced that lintel
undetected for some time. Ha!
The unwanted heirloom had been passed on.
But while some hand-me-downs might be viewed as repulsive, a thing
of horror stories, others are embraced and cherished even though they
are experienced in the vacancy of the abyss…

Every hand-me-down has its own story. They are objects pregnant with
significance, pregnant with their own morbidity.
Before the age of penicillin, people ran the risk of serious infection and
even death from septicemia. As nearly did my mother. At the tender age
of 21, my mother was operated on at the kitchen table and had all her
teeth removed. Every tooth; toothless but alive. The consequence of
an abscess behind a wisdom tooth. That was reality before penicillin.
My mum’s teeth (her false ones), after the initial shock of discovering she
didn’t actually have ‘real’ teeth, became a source of gruesome fascination
for us kids. We would find them occasionally (and revoltingly) soaking in
baking soda, strangely magnified in an AGEE jar (cleaning one presumes),
or grotesquely they would be cleaned with a toothbrush (outside the
mouth!!!). Sometimes they would ‘click’ with unbridled hideousness as
mum spoke. They clicked a lot when she was angry with us—you could
hear their dreadful clicking over her raised, high-pitched voice.
They were a source of ludicrous horror. Like that time when Mum baked
lemon meringue for dessert. Poor mum, she always blamed the oven
for her lemon meringue failures—to describe them as ‘chewy’ would be
a gross understatement and an injustice. Yep. Mum took a bite and left
her dentures—both sets: top and bottom in the meringue. And then with
surrealistic abandon my mum retrieved the teeth leaving ignominious
and hideous teeth marks buried in the white swirl!!! Mum’s teeth left
tracks!!! This horror was a source of endless macabre mirth among us
kids. Torture and utter humiliation for poor Mum. She took it all in good
humor though. It was a story that never went away. Was never told
outside of the family. Until now that is.
My mum died tragically in 2007. A couple of years after my dad passed,
and only 6 months or so after we had purchased a brand-new set of
pristine dentures for her as she had been complaining about her bite.
She was buried with those bright new dentures.
A year or so after her death — after a period of grace — the house was
sold, and my brother and younger sister went through all the flotsam
and jetsam—the stuff that the dead leave us to sort through. I was living
and working in Nelson at the time so was not on hand to help.
That was when the ‘heirlooms’ were passed down. The kitchen table
that Dad made to that kid, camphor wood boxes to that one, jewelry to
another, tools to one, war medals to another, mum’s collection of sea
shells from the Islands shared across the family and so on ... memorabilia
of a rich life-time.

Take for example the practice of Lynette Fisher who engages with
notions of her identity as an “unperson” or a “non-person”.This might
seem an extreme ‘take’, except to those perhaps like Fisher who is an
adopted person that has literally and with seeming indifference, had
the experience of being handed down from one family to another.
Her work consists of largely black fields upon which are painted enigmatic
images of hands in ghostly white that express in a kind of unknown
sign-language, a story of human frailty where notions of DNA, blood ties,
marriages and adoptions are discussed in a silent vocabulary whose
syntax—including knots and ties is known through that secret language
only the adopted can untangle.
Quipus too were knotted cords and were used originally to send secret
messages from one to another used by the Inca civilization of South
America. The system consisted of a main cord from which a variable
number of pendant cords were attached. Each pendant cord contained
clusters of knots. These knots and their clusters conveyed numerical
information in the same way that a rosary carries a sequence of prayers.
Fisher’s work as with the quipus, projects messages—a kind of tallying;
a kind of silent prayer, a kind of scripture of the soul.
In Fisher we see strange bows and ties, knots wrapped around fingers
making silent enigmatic hand gestures including the crossing and
uncrossing of fingers. I cannot help but be reminded here, of—the ‘love
knot’ or the knot that binds one to another as in marriage, but also the
phrase ‘get knotted’. There is a sense of intrigue in this work but also
a stand-off. Meaning is held in abeyance. There is a continual threat of
the unravelling of more than unbridled emotion should this bow or that
strand of that knot be pulled. The bow untied, the knot unknotted. The
raw emotion released. Is that what is intended?
Fisher’s work hints at esoteric personal, private and fragile histories;
layers of narratives of ‘families’, guardianship, fabricated identities,
and the heart-break of an endless separation that lurks in that endless
emotionless blank black field of nothingness; the vacuum, the lacunae,
that void that herald’s utter obliviousness.

As with Fisher, the work of Anne Shirley is bound to familial intimacy
and the ontology of personal affection and memory that Shirley finds in
photographic imagery. As with the work of Fisher the viewer is denied
understanding any possible narrative purely because it is Shirley who
is absorbed by this intimacy within the image not us. It’s not our family.
We on the other-hand can only yearn for understanding as we remain
outside this self-enclosed familial loop of knowing; this scripture of neverending loops that point to family secrets buried in layers of silver nitrate.
We know that for Shirley the ‘art’ of photography itself is a ‘hand-medown’. Her father practiced it and used the photographic image to collect
an indisputable historical record of the ‘happy family’ apparently in
defiance of a prophecy: “not to marry my mother”, so says Shirley.
So, ten children later and with a substantial slide and movie collection,
Shirley’s father was still proving the nay-sayers wrong even from the
crypt. It was as if he could not escape the need to provide proof of the
ideological imperative; the way a family should look and behave through
the family album that declares to the world: “Look, here’s the story of
our happy well-nurtured family. Look, the proof is here.”
In this sense the photograph is indexical of a dead language—it is indeed
the language of the dead—a cryptograph whose cypher must be decoded
by the living. We approach the family album as an archaeologist might—
they are full of images, hieroglyphs from an unknown past that demand
to be understood. It is a dead text and one that is barely decipherable
if at all. Strangely, the photographic album can never escape memory:
it re-constructs memory with false memories even as it is deciphered—
ironically.
Shirley declares that the photograph is private. Viewing a photograph is
a private journey from punctum to studium. It is our individual intimate
private journey. In this Shirley jogs our memory, reminding us that the
ultimate in privacy is the tomb.
Is that what Shirley is telling us when she presents us with her hand-medown photographic ‘art’? That memories captured in photographs are
empty of meaning; cryptographs waiting to be deciphered and electrically
charged with unknown meanings?
Both Fisher’s and Shirley’s practice allude to signs, syntaxes of forgotten
or half remembered texts, some lingua franca that has been lost in
shadowy fragments of narratives and esoteric memories to be grasped
at like floating straws.
Not so the work of Nicol Sanders-O’Shea.
Where Fisher and Shirley refine their syntax and the direction of their
inquiry, O’Shea revels in the appropriation of a wild cacophony of signs.
All is a wild orgy of pastiche.

Is O’Shea suggesting that the vaccine like magic, is a trick? The magician
shows us his hands (the same hands that are used to create the shadow
bunny silhouette) and then proceeds to pull that same rabbit out of a hat?
The government shows us the Virus and then pops out the vaccine. Is it
all a trick? Are we being hood-winked the whole time? Or is it that the virus
is the trick and the vaccine the shadow puppet? Whatever the narrative,
colorful and mesmerizingly entertaining. That’s what social media tells
us. O’Shea’s practice is all about the media: its ‘stories’ its ‘narratives’ its
fabrication; its erasure of truth while making its own truth claims.
In these pieces higglety-pigglety imagery is everywhere confounding us,
enticing us, leading us on. Signs pointing to signs. Signs shimmering in
bright colors pointing away from signs. Signs pointing to nowhere, signs
pointing everywhere. Signs leading to other signs in a circle of signs.
Always in glee we go to the abyss in a wild erotic colorful playful dance
of nostalgic imagery. O’Shea is our Pied-Piper and towards the chasm of
oblivion she leads us where we are destined to launch ourselves, laughing
all the while into the meaningless celebration of the dangerousness of
life and the treacherousness of nostalgia.
Heirlooms, hand-me-downs, forget-me-nots. You can’t live with them:
You can’t live without them. You can only commit them to a very
unreliable memory.
Dr. Graeme Cornwell
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Lynette Fisher
Lynette Fisher has a Bachelor of Creative
Industries and her art discipline ranges
from painting, printmaking and drawing
all of which have featured in solo and
group shows around New Zealand. She
is an arts coordinator and a practicing
artist working from her home studio
in Tauranga. Her work investigates
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appropriation — taking elements of
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worlds.

A pastiche of images taken from ‘how to’ instruction manuals from the
past (mostly the naïve 1950’s and popular ‘60’s). They infer how we ‘should
have been’ or ‘must be’ today. But they remind us how we forgot yesterday.
And how, today is yesterday’s tomorrow. And tragically how the day before
yesterday will never be repeated except as a talisman, a lucky charm.

Anne Shirley
Anne Shirley holds a Masters of Art
and Design from Auckland University
of Technology. As a professional
photographer her creative practice
also pulls themes from this artform, in
particular family photography. She has
also worked as an art and design tutor
and graphic designer and has exhibited
around New Zealand.

Hand-me-down images from ‘How to make Shadow Puppets using a
candle’ are overlaid with images of ‘How to surprise your friends with
Magic Tricks’, all mixed in with ancient ‘Health and Safety Guides’ or
conflated with images from ‘How to Care for Pets’. This plethora of
imagery is chaotic, confoundingly seductive and hypnotic.
There are also references to COVID 19; the wave of Delta. The government’s
response. Ours.
The media figures large. We are reminded constantly of it, the mechanical
Ben Day dots of the printing industry blown up large like a virus overtaking
the very images they bring into being.
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Institute of Technology. She has won
several art awards including the
prestigious WSA New Zealand Painting
and Printmaking Award 2015. She was
an artist in residence in 2018 at the Tr6
Printmaking residency in Manhattan New
York. Her works are held in both public
and private collections in New Zealand.

